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*~*~*~*~**~*^V^V^V^V^*~*~*~*~**~* 

 

Once there was a late summer night that lay perfectly still over an outer suburban railway 

station. Orange flood lights tinted the scene, accompanied by the hum of a distant main road. 

Once a train pulled in with a whine and deposited two teenagers, there was movement. Once 

there was an empty carpark beside the station the two lanky boys walked across it into dark 

trees. One carried a skateboard, the other wore a backpack. Once they took two tall thin cans of 

alcoholic soda from the backpack they sipped as they walked. Their brand was Gold Scorpion, a 

peer group favourite. The streets were deserted, shops and houses asleep in a stagnant gloom 

as they passed heedless, intent upon a conversation about classmates and game scores. The 

suburb had originally been working-class bungalows that had steadily been gentrified with 

refurbs and additions, matured gardens and street trees. These in turn now slowly replaced with 

multi-storey flats. They walked down the middle of narrow streets that wound slowly through 

hills, draped in trees with deep shadows. They turned down side-streets from habit, this way and 

that, sipping at their drinks as they ambled deeper into a conversation full of vague predictions.  

The surrounding silence amplified their voices, gave their discussion a comic gravity. As they 

rounded another corner, the one carrying a skateboard finished his drink and dropped the can 

on the lawn beside the curb. From nowhere a harsh whisper commanded “Pick that up!” The 

two boys stopped, stunned, looked around. A small figure arose atop the paling fence that ran 

beside them, one side of the corner property. It was a man, of athletic proportions but hardly 

more than a metre high, dressed in a skin-tight costume of faintly glowing shades of purple with 

matching boots and a small flowing cape. He wore an elaborate mask of a rodent perhaps, with 

long whiskers and large luminous yellow eyes with no iris or pupil. They were like headlights. He 

stood with his hands on his hips, indignant. The boys regarded him, nonplussed. “Who are you?” 

one asked with genuine curiosity. “I said PICK THAT UP!” the little figure insisted angrily. The 

boys continued to stare at him. “We don’t know you...” one of them started when the little 

figure leapt to the footpath. “I won’t say it again” he announced, folding his arms confidently. 

“Are you a robot?” The backpack boy asked incredulously, “because...” Before he could finish his 

sentence the little figure whirled his arms like an orchestra conductor and the skateboard 

whipped out from under the arm of its carrier and flew in a chopping motion to the shins of the 

backpack boy, then bashed the other across the back of the head before falling to the grass 

beside the discarded can.  

Both boys were on their knees cursing. The hoarse, guttural voice repeated, “Now pick that up, 

before I lose my temper.” The littering boy crawled over to the can and skateboard and gathered 

them before shakily regaining his feet. The backpack boy stood painfully and turned to allow the 

litterer to stow the empty can in the backpack. When they looked around the tiny vigilante had 

returned to the top of the fence. “Now make sure you take them home with you, because I will 

be watching – all the way” he admonished in his hoarse stage whisper. They both looked at him 

hard, “Who are you?” they tried again. “I’m a neighbourhood spirit,” he smirked facetiously. “So 

what do they call you?” asked the one with the skateboard. He pointed to the double P 

monogram across his chest. “PP?” Then he disappeared over the other side of the fence. They 

continued walking in silence. They mounted another rise listening to suspicious rustlings in 

gardens and trees arching across the street. “That’s another one,” the backpacker concluded 

after a while. “They’re getting really petty, aren’t they?” his companion replied. “You can say 

that again – petite.” “Remember when there was just Lizard Girl?” “Her territory went all the 

way to the highway”. “She was at least a person, an actual person – I still say it was Dianne 

Krebbin. Now we’ve got this bot... or something. Who knows how many copies there are?” “How 
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did he do that thing with his hands?” “Who knows? I don’t even want to think about what 

counts as a super-power these days.” 

 

*~*~*~*~**~*^V^V^V^V^*~*~*~*~**~* 

 

The Purple Possum watched them from a nearby rooftop. They dropped down the street with 

long strides to their houses. They lived about a block apart. The Purple Possum turned for home. 

He wore bright yellow gauntlets; on the right sleeve of one was a small screen. He consulted it, a 

little peeved. His movements were logged, but there were reports to be filed. He made his way 

back along fences, trees, along wires and roofs, eventually dropping down off a back fence into 

an overgrown garden and picking his way toward the yellow light of an open window. It lay 

toward the back of a double garage. There was a muffled hum from a generator in its own little 

wooden housing just below the window. He scampered onto it and launched himself through 

the window with practised ease and came to rest standing beside an old man slumped over a 

keyboard. The garage had evidently been extended into a kind of office or laboratory, with a 

partition to an old parked car, various benches and mysterious technology crammed around the 

walls surrounding the desk. The Purple Possum consulted the array of screens before he and the 

old man, then his little screen on his right gauntlet. Careful not to stir the man, he moused 

responses to several screen boxes then turned to a large cabinet against the back wall. It was a 

formidable construction, about the size of a refrigerator, bright blue and connected with many 

tubes and cables. It clicked or ticked, patiently. He climbed inside and closed the door. A screen 

on the door showed him carefully positioning himself on a floor marking, facing the door. Then 

the cabinet began a deep churning noise and the screen clouded, eventually clearing to reveal 

his disappearance. 

Presently the old man stirred. He raised his head and craned around to the cabinet, careful to 

keep his left hand pressed to the keyboard. He wiped his face with his other hand blearily and, 

satisfied that the cabinet was operating as expected, took his left hand from the keyboard and 

removed his headset. Instantly the screens before him jumped to more familiar windows, 

showing mundane news feeds and social media updates. He spun in his chair, checking various 

pieces of equipment, coming to rest upon the cabinet again. He stood and stretched. He was a 

spry seventy year-old named Keith Salmond with receding white hair, glasses and a lined, 

pensive face. He glanced at his watch, 2.11 a.m. and sighed.  

Before retirement Keith had led a team at an obscure research facility linked to the National 

Space Project. They had been developing more flexible robotics that might efficiently perform 

various inspection and repair tasks in space. But the complexity of engineering soon exhausted 

energy and programming capacities. Keith and his team had worked on a short-term fabrication 

model as a solution. ‘The Help’ as it was provisionally termed, existed only for a short time as an 

independent or stand-alone entity, could be re-programmed and charged in an ‘assembly 

chamber’ using elaborate plasma modelling. Initial tests were promising but once installed on a 

space station ran into numerous problems, possibly related to zero gravity, possibly data 

contamination from other projects being run at the same time. After fifteen years of preliminary 

development it came as a great disappointment and eventually the project was abandoned. 

Upon retirement, Keith enquired after the assembly chamber and was discreetly allowed to 

salvage it for his private use. Other members of the team were quietly amused but they also 

knew of Keith’s tenacious dedication. He had not been team leader for nothing.  
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In his leisure Keith assembled his own small laboratory and began to tinker with specifications, 

consult old colleagues, acquire additional equipment and software. The robot took on more 

human shape due to advances in other fields, although still schematic in appearance. It 

demonstrated surprising new skills and adaptation of its special propulsion. Keith spent more 

and more time in his lab, researching, experimenting and learning. The project had no real goal 

though, merely absorbed the influences Keith brought to bear. Keith thought of it as 

demonstrating proof of concept but the concept had taken on a life of its own and at best Keith 

could summarise its purpose as local maintenance. Keith’s wife, Hazel began to cheerfully refer 

to him as “the mad professor”, a tag that quickly caught on with neighbours. As his experiments 

progressed, he resorted to using his own bio/neurological data to augment processing models, 

sometimes with unexpected outcomes. For instance it became a two-way exchange, once wired 

up, so that he found himself suddenly absorbed in hitherto overlooked aspects of the assembly 

and his original train of thought hopelessly derailed. That took a little getting used to. It wasn’t 

so much that The Help now had a brain of its own, but that the assembly chamber that modelled 

it, consolidated input streams, streamlined them. Keith was now part of the resources.  

Other platforms were likewise modified. The most mysterious was the appearance of a whole 

new key to his keyboard, just to the right of the spacing bar. For several hours he had been 

aware of a dull irritation to the little finger of his left hand. Then, while pasting new code into a 

feeder application, some sort of electrical jolt threw him backwards. His chair wheeled away 

across the cramped room. When he recovered he noticed a whole new purple key to the 

keyboard, as if by magic. At first nothing happened with it but as the assembly chamber began 

to fine tune its plasma walls, Keith found his left hand pressing the purple key and his screens 

suddenly switching to strange new windows detailing his many household tasks from gardening 

to minor repairs to the laundry trolley, the lawn mower, his ancient car and the waste bins.  

It was, of course, unwise for The Help to be seen in public at this stage, so Keith confined tasks 

to those executable within the back yard and preferably later in the day. His new windows 

allowed him to select tasks and assign a time and place. The assembly generally took around 

fifteen minutes at which time a little bell rang and the chamber door swung open with a sigh. 

The Help’s appearance continued to refine, he now sported purple work overalls, red gloves and 

a matching peak cap and work boots. His face was still more or less generic. He stepped from the 

chamber and addressed Keith in a hollow, synthetic voice, his barely formed mouth scarcely 

synching. Keith opened the side door and indicated the mower. The Help quickly mastered the 

machine, set it in motion and soon stood under the clothesline to control the mower remotely, 

mysteriously. The mower continued mowing the back lawn methodically. Hazel came to observe 

and admire, although it seemed no more ingenious than a boy’s train-set or remote-controlled 

drone. She was happy Keith had an interest. Thirty-five minutes or so was about The Help’s limit 

at which time it paced silently back to the chamber, the door closing behind it to be promptly 

absorbed back into the plasma walls.  

As Keith selected more complex tasks – checking to see if washing on the line was dry, weeding 

flower beds, checking tyre pressure - he noticed the list of tasks was gradually revised and now 

featured a number of his pet peeves, such as motorists playing very loud music when they 

passed or parked outside his house, reckless speeding around the neighbourhood streets, 

littering and rowdy disputes, particularly at night. He was reluctant to choose any of them, but 

after nightfall curiosity got the better of him. He hoped under cover of darkness The Help might 

escape public attention. The Help in turn updated his appearance and now looked like a 

miniature super-hero, somewhere between Mighty Mouse and Kid Chakra. His face even 

sported a notional carnival mask, although strictly there was no need beyond a genre 

compliance. The Help as yet had no individual identity, he was a prototype. At first Keith could 
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follow events on one of his special windows, relaying the vision of The Help – now as The Purple 

Possum - as he berated motorists or angrily collected litter. But as PP ranged wider in the 

neighbourhood Keith found himself becoming strangely fatigued, barely able to keep his eyes 

open and soon nodding off. He would awaken once PP had returned and could review the 

session on his special windows, provided he had been able to keep the purple key pressed 

throughout. This drew a stern warning from PP. It would be dangerous for both of them should 

he remove his hand from the purple key mid-session. But Keith’s fatigue seemed addictive, 

following sessions found him yawning even as he weighed his options and once activated, his 

head settling over his left hand, firmly pressed to the purple key. Soon he saw nothing of the 

session in real time. 

 

*~*~*~*~**~*^V^V^V^V^*~*~*~*~**~* 

 

The advances had consequences for Keith’s marriage. While Hazel had grown used to his 

devotion to his hobby and his increasingly nocturnal pursuit, she was less forgiving of his 

growing indifference or neglect of others. It had started with little things, by her reckoning, from 

the day he accidently let their son’s dog, Rodolfo, out the front door as he was entering and 

entailed a desperate chase around surrounding streets. The dog was an enormous Dalmatian 

with the IQ of a moth. They had been minding him while their son Ainslie, his wife Suzanne and 

their two young children had gone on holiday. Rodolfo was a handful and rightly belonged in a 

boarding kennel. Keith had suggested they simply place him in one until just before Ainslie 

returned but Hazel was appalled at the deception. She had been the one that had feigned 

adoration for the dog on visits to Ainslie, had insisted they care for him over the holiday. Now 

she claimed the dog had been entrusted to them and they must honour that trust. Rodolfo was 

house-trained but challenging to feed and exercise. Hazel permitted a professional dog-walker 

to take over exercise duties, after being yanked around the block erratically, losing her footing 

on the curb and both of them almost being run over by a delivery van. Rodolfo also meant more 

mess to clean up in the back yard. That was Keith’s department.  

But Keith had other priorities and easily forgot the dog. He had slipped down to his local IT 

supplies store and upon returning had been preoccupied with matters of installation as he 

opened the screen door, only for Rodolfo to bound past him and down the street. Hazel came 

storming up the hallway at the commotion and continued grumbling as they cruised the 

neighbourhood in their ancient De Soso, windows down, occasionally whistling and pleading 

pathetically. They were relieved to find an old friend from blocks away had collared the escapee 

under the subterfuge of offering Rodolfo a snack. Ben had heard all about the dog from them 

only days before and laughed. Once Rodolfo was on a leash and in the back seat the 

recriminations continued. Hazel shook her head wearily. They must never again agree to this but 

they would have to find a good excuse. They had six days to come up with something. It sounded 

like that was Keith’s department as well. Keith said nothing, as was becoming his custom, but it 

was just one more thing.    

And it was not just Keith’s absent-mindedness that irritated Hazel. There was something more 

deliberate about various little departures from routine that she could not quite put her finger 

on. “What’s wrong with you, love?” “Oh Keith!!!” “What’s the matter?” “What is it?” became an 

impatient refrain. And Keith was vaguely aware of a shift in his behaviour but hardly knew how 

to explain. The truth was little by little he had been aware of a creeping impatience or resistance 

to little courtesies, tacit obligations that knitted together their life. They began to feel a burden, 
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perhaps unnecessary. He was expected to be the one that held doors, closed them, locked up or 

found the keys, allowed other drivers to jump into traffic, switch lanes, take the only parking 

vacancy, that gave up his seat on public transport, laughed at unamusing jokes, knew what was 

meant with the least articulation, donated before and after others, remembered obscure 

histories to local legislation, favourite drinks for neighbours and colleagues. None of it seemed 

so important anymore. He had moved on and others ought to accept that. 

Yet he could say none of this and especially not to Hazel. He could only apologise. And that 

sounded feeble to both of them. Hazel was always alert to these things, even when seemingly 

preoccupied. Although not a scientist, she was bright in other ways. In old age she was stout but 

still carried herself with an almost military severity, chin up, shoulders back. She had a square 

face with widely spaced grey-green eyes and arching brows. They had met back at the start of 

Keith’s career, in an engineering company. Hazel had worked in Personnel – ‘Human Resources’ 

as it was later termed. She was testing all the departments for some psychological variables. 

They struck up a conversation and kept running into one another. Their marriage had been a 

smooth one. Both loved travelling the countryside, sometimes collecting little souvenirs or 

antiques. It was brass bridle buckles, for a while. There were boxes of them in a closet. With 

children the travels dwindled. Their eldest, Eleanor, now ran a successful chain of pathology 

labs. She was divorced with no children and lived on the other side of the country, by all 

accounts with a much older man. They rarely heard from her until in town on business. 

Sometimes it was just a perfunctory phone call. Ainslie, four years younger, took after his 

mother in looks, was some sort of investment advisor with a big bank, but reluctant to talk about 

his work. In general he was enthusiastic about most recreations, accommodating and ruefully 

happy. His wife Suzanne was very beautiful, a little high maintenance perhaps and a touch 

snobbish by Keith and Hazel’s measures.  

In later years Hazel directed her energies into gardening and the results, particularly around the 

front of the house, were impressive. They regularly visited nurseries in the surrounding hills, 

poring over options, collecting potting mix, ingenious little implements and exotic seedlings. 

Their social circle was often to be found on their rounds, broken with coffee and gossip in 

adjacent cafes. Keith took his place there quietly, listened and agreed a lot. He felt grounded and 

yet vaguely bored. He could not confront Hazel on this or anything, though. They both shrank 

from conflict, always had. Their whole life had been smooth, tacit and tidy. There was no point 

jeopardising that now. 

 

*~*~*~*~**~*^V^V^V^V^*~*~*~*~**~* 

 

The Purple Possum’s sessions beyond Keith’s backyard brought an unexpected amount of red 

tape. Keith’s special windows soon featured pop-ups, forms and updates from the local registry 

for vigilantes. Keith was irritated that the expanded system for the chamber now stretched to a 

certain amount of bureaucracy. And that it left the tedious stuff for him. The registry was 

tenuously linked to local police and security networks and there were of course fees and threats 

of fines for non-compliance. But the first obstacle for Keith was defining PP as a person. There 

was no category for robots or genetically constructed androids, only the insistence upon 

declaring an alter ego or alias – usually a ‘daytime identity’. He reluctantly gave his own name 

and address and then broached the equally vexed issue of special or super powers. Many 

vigilantes it seemed were mainly martial arts experts, prepared to confront perpetrators in the 

absence of police. There were some with odd, genetic or extra-terrestrial enhancement like 
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Spiderman, The Hulk or Superman, but these were global, roving ambassadors these days. At a 

local level, abilities tended to be more specialised, less reliable. For instance, there was Moscow 

Wits, who supposedly knew instantly when districts of Moscow had lapsed in their street 

maintenance – and sprang into action accordingly. There was Cobalt Tenier who patrolled food 

preparation and hospitality hygiene across the Lowlands with an uncanny sense of smell. There 

was Nosey Parker who specialised in car theft from public car-parks in the nation’s capital and 

often involved violent confrontation. Nosey was noted for his skills with a bullwhip. There was 

Monty Bank along the East Coast of America, who hardly ever appeared in person, but 

intervened in criminal banking transactions and promptly supplied police with incriminating 

documents. Monty would have been a purely cyber identity had he not appeared mysteriously in 

board rooms from time to time, in a black and white fishnet body stocking and matching mask 

and a formidable remote-control device capable of stunning opponents. He referred to this as 

“The Full Monty”.    

In fact local vigilance was a very crowded field and the registry carefully defined a zone of 

operations or jurisdiction for each vigilante or team. They tended to operate by nights or 

weekends, allowing for daytime occupations and a greater scarcity of police by night. Many 

operated in pairs or trios. There was quite a lot of gossip about affairs and romances between 

them on an affiliated site named Vigilamour. It detained Keith briefly. He had to be sure what he 

was getting into. He could see that the whole undertaking was actually a minefield of ethics and 

legislation, although profitable for administrators. PP was a useful ‘tag’, building upon a long 

affinity with the animal world for vigilantes and his remit – halting passing traffic noise and litter 

- was confined to just the surrounding streets. There were offers to access or install discreet 

surveillance cameras for the territory, which again came at a cost. There were monthly audits of 

missions and effectiveness. 

There was the possibility of co-operation between neighbouring vigilantes, for when 

perpetrators crossed jurisdictions, particularly by car or bike. At first Keith saw no need for this 

but as PP warmed to his duties and sped after reckless motorists – with a vigorous shoulder to 

the rear of the vehicle, could send it veering across the road into a lamppost or wall – it became 

clear to both that PP needed more room to move. Occasional, inadvertent transgressions were 

detected and noted and resulted in fines – actually incremental increases in monthly registration 

fees. This was another source of irritation until PP’s supporting system digitally ‘adjusted’ 

registry accounts. Still, PP felt cramped by the arrangement and increasingly confident that his 

abilities merited greater territory.  

Keith contacted neighbouring vigilantes online, each with a predictable animated avatar, 

welcoming him to the neighbourhood and applauding his recent exploits. They arranged to meet 

on a slow night in a park overlapping their respective territories. Pitboy, Clubber and Ninjina 

were all young, unemployed and a little overweight. All had distressingly low scores in civic 

vigilance, but received welfare for community service rendered. They waved cheerily as he 

approached, two of them hastily dropping cigarettes and twisting a foot on the butts, sheepishly. 

It transpired that this was their regular meeting place, beneath an enormous white eucalypt, 

deep in the shadows. Pitboy was tall and had played football before knee injuries curtailed that 

career path. His strengths now lay in an upper body shown to advantage in a yellow body 

stocking, a silhouette of triangular incisors across his chest. He removed his mask upon 

introduction. It was of a leering clown that owned much to a fast food franchise. Clubber was 

short, almost the same height as PP and pugnacious. His mask was just makeup of two black 

eyes, his hair closely cropped. Fittingly he carried a large baseball bat – but one which 

ingeniously played a low pulsing dance beat when swung, or when (more probably if) Clubber 

apprehended a perpetrator. It was a beat for which he had many practised steps. It was a nice 
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routine, all had to admit, although Clubber did tend to ‘zone out’ or become indifferent to his 

surroundings while in the groove. Ninjina was a glum, failed nursing intern. Her outfit declared a 

frank allegiance to Catwoman, albeit in a more generous size. She wielded nunchucks clumsily, 

the effect more dominatrix than Kung-Fu fighter.    

They all seemed friendly enough, with shy, somewhat defeated smiles. They were most curious 

about PP’s constitution and he allowed them to pass their hands over him several times as they 

considered his constitution, construction. He was smooth, but defined, like a toy but amazingly 

flexible, articulated. And he was warm. “That is some dope wetware PP” concluded Pitboy 

approvingly. PP rocked. The others concurred. All were amused at his avatar of the old guy with 

glasses. What was that about? PP liked to underplay his hand. He wasn’t advertising any kind of 

threat. His fellow vigilantes stared at him, incredulous. It was pretty amusing all the same. He 

explained his problem, wondered if an arrangement of transgression on their jurisdictions could 

be reached? They were all willing, looked forward to watching him live but cautioned that The 

Neighbourhood Witch had to be notified. That was actually the title for the area supervisor they 

assured him, but she also went by Wendy Whipbird, a noted local naturalist and philanthropist. 

She was an heiress, in her sixties and could be difficult to deal with.  

PP was vaguely aware of the name, had seen it on correspondence. He wondered if she lived 

locally. All three neighbours pointed to a distant hill, no more than a cluster of tiny lights in the 

darkness. It was a mansion. They warned him against going there. She did not welcome visitors – 

ever – and she had vicious guards, all sorts of black magic. They regarded him discouragingly. 

She was not to be trifled with, even by one of astonishing ability. PP pondered their advice. He 

glanced at the little screen on the sleeve of his gauntlet, all too aware of his session limit. He 

arranged to meet them again, then, with a reluctant farewell, sped away.  

 

*~*~*~*~**~*^V^V^V^V^*~*~*~*~**~* 

 

The morning routine saw Hazel rise around seven, carefully select her outfit for the day, 

depending on plans, shower and breakfast before waking Keith around nine. She asked after a 

breakfast for him and outlined their itinerary for the day. He struggled to open his eyes, sighed 

and mumbled. Then she returned to the dining room and her laptop to commence the long 

round of calls and conferences with her circle. The ladies represented the many stations and 

phases to Hazel’s life, from schooling commitments as a concerned parent to associated charity 

and social work, to psychological testing, environmental and horticultural concerns. The circle 

remained a surprisingly loyal and consistent bunch. Keith eventually stirred and found a light 

breakfast of Muchachos garnished with tinned fruit in the kitchen. He poured himself a coffee, 

sat on a stool by the counter. After late nights, his mornings tended to begin gently. He listened 

to Hazel’s stream of gossip and sniggers echo through the adjoining room and tried to recall her 

itinerary for the day. It would entail visits to favourite shops, errands to collect or deliver small 

favours among their circle and the opportunity to recover some equilibrium for him.  

Hazel had been canvassing opinions on a sun-deck that might run along past their bedroom from 

the back door. It could have a retractable shade awning, a wooden balustrade, space for a table 

and barbecue. That would be Keith’s department. The ladies on the screens swung this way and 

that, enthusiastic yet cautious. There were models to be inspected at a vast discount warehouse 

known to them on the outskirts, where failing farms fell away to industrial estates in the great 

churning of the global economy. Keith knew what to expect. He had made the rounds often 
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enough and little would actually come of it. Hazel would weigh up the pros and cons repeatedly 

and Keith would be expected to cast the deciding vote following his patient Socratic inquisition. 

After which the matter would be quietly laid to rest. Their life these days was largely 

hypothetical, dwelling on options rarely taken, events that seldom affected them. There would 

be rolling stops and greetings where Keith’s department would resolve into a clutch of picnic 

benches under shade cloth outside the warehouse, before the sprawling, sparkling carpark. 

Perhaps just a little too close to the piped radio and hotdog vendors. The sun shone weakly, 

clouds hurried and Keith took his place beside old neighbours Des Lyon and Barry Hoyland.  The 

ladies continued to patrol patio and verandah furniture and fixtures.  

Des was a large man with a ruddy complexion, trim white hair and beard. In his youth he had 

been an enthusiastic cricketer, following that, secondary school teacher of English and Classical 

History, to end as an Assistant Principal at a minor church school. In retirement he honed his 

handyman skills, volunteered for many modest charities. Barry had been a television producer of 

a popular local variety show and maintained a flimsy network with fading cabaret stars. He 

confided their latest engagements working cruise ships and remote resorts, with a distinctive 

mixture of bemusement and pride. That was Barry. It was a retreating era now, he reflected, 

looked gauche by present standards. Barry was of slight build, bald with heavy black-framed 

glasses, a rich, commanding voice. The frames focussed attention on watery, darting green eyes. 

An extravagant white moustache and goatee added a raffish, cavalier air. A white flat cap 

crowned the look. He had been a notorious philanderer in his prime, twice divorced with five 

estranged children. He was currently married to a supermarket manager named Millicent. She 

had a minor show-business background. Des lived directly behind Keith, Barry several doors 

down. Keith had known Des for almost thirty years, Barry for about ten, he being a later arrival.  

Still they had been through much together, in a restrained way.  

The friendship relied upon shrewd diplomacy amid reserves of tolerance. They came from very 

different walks of life, had chosen the suburb variously for price, location, timing, habit, 

speculation and loyalty. They had been thrown together and somehow stuck. They were not the 

complete circle among their neighbours, but they were today’s attendance. Barry’s background 

included dubious business and criminal associations that had ultimately cost him his television 

career. For a long time he imagined himself a nimble and subtle strategist, building support 

across the breadth of society, a finger in many pies. He wanted to be liked, he thought he was. 

Was there anything wrong with that? But scandals within the cast and crew of the show and 

reckless investments had revealed him to be just greedy and bullying. In retirement, he accepted 

that. He saw himself as a reformed figure now, only to gradually become a politically correct 

zealot, conspicuously lamenting ecological disasters and colonial injustice. Des was an ever 

sympathetic ear, did not so much recognise virtue signalling as a greater awareness of the evils 

of the world, an acceptance of their humble place within it. Des liked to take a long perspective, 

further diminishing his perceived lack of agency.  

Today they were smartly turned out in regulation beige and greys, new loafers and sunglasses. 

They sipped special coffees, the lids beside them on the bench tops. Barry continued a halting 

sermon on some historic military defeat, the statistics unlikely but driving home the lesson of 

national sacrifice. In later life Barry had become very patriotic. Perhaps he always had been, had 

merely been distracted by his career. But with age had come a broader appreciation. Keith and 

Des nodded non-commitally, sipped contemplatively. Somehow Barry’s remarks always seemed 

directed more to Keith than Des. Both looked to their styrene cups with ‘Cafe-A-Roamer’ scrolled 

around the sides, but Barry sensed tacit disapproval in Keith’s deflected gaze, minimal nod. He 

had tried to draw him out many times but Keith remained taciturn, at best mildly apologetic. 

This time Barry bridled, “Of course it was probably not much of an engineering challenge, was 
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it?” he sneered. Keith was sure they had done their utmost. “You think we’re silly to get worked 

up about the past, don’t you? You think we should all remain devoted to our specialities. Don’t 

look up or around at the state of the world?” This time Keith turned to him and removed his 

sunglasses with a dramatic pause. “I think that’s up to the individual”, he replied evenly, his gaze 

fixed on the tiny reflection of himself in Barry’s sunglasses. “Do you have any political views at 

all, Keith?” He had none that he wished to share at present. Did he resent it when others did? Of 

course he did not. He tried to be tolerant. But where was the right and wrong in Keith’s world? 

Did it have any morality? Loyalty? Honesty? For some reason Barry felt like pushing it today. 

Keith put his sunglasses back on, still focussed on the tiny reflection opposite. Talking about 

these things was not the same thing as demonstrating or possessing them. Talk was cheap. Keith 

preferred to let his actions do the talking. This was as heated as Barry had ever seen Keith. In a 

way it pleased him; in another it confirmed an underlying disapproval. “You think we’re 

dishonest, is that it? We’re insincere in our convictions?” Keith’s thoughts were not for 

discussion. But he was not denying it. They were free to dress their convictions as they pleased 

but they could not expect everyone to do the same. Des followed the exchange stumblingly, 

intrigued but unnerved. Keith stood and stepped away from the bench. Barry and Des watched 

him expectedly, and Keith thought for a moment of some harsher parting remark, but then 

thought better of it, turned on his heel and made his way across the carpark to his distant car.  

He sat there for a long time listening to the radio. Eventually Hazel called, indignant to know 

what had happened. She had called the car’s screen because she knew Keith never turned his 

pocket screen on. He shrugged. He was ready to go home. Hazel removed her sunglasses and 

gave him The Look. She was already turning to the assembled party as she ended the call. Keith 

toyed with just driving home alone, if they all came over to the car. But only Hazel came, after 

about half an hour. It was a relief. She got in and sat in silence. They drove home in silence, each 

waiting. As they got out of the car in the garage, she opened up. “Darling, I know they’re not Carl 

and Steve and you can’t discuss robotics and all that with them, but they are our neighbours. 

They are the closest thing to friends you have left now. You might at least try and preserve that 

much.” He had, he had tried. Carl and Steve were former colleagues who had gone on to better 

things following voluntary redundancy. They kept in touch from the other side of the world. 

Keith turned to enter the lab and told her he would make amends next time. “As usual,” he 

thought to himself. She just gave him That Look again then turned towards the house.  

 

*~*~*~*~**~*^V^V^V^V^*~*~*~*~**~* 

 

Although PP had quasi-official recognition and was shrewd and elusive enough to conceal his 

residence, Keith was reluctant to assign him daylight sessions in summer for fear of 

consequences. So the sessions came later with nightfall. PP had excelled in his new role and 

adapted his propulsion and projective powers to unexpected effect and this would not go 

unnoticed, sooner or later. He was not just another neighbourhood vigilante. But he was not 

quite a superhero, alongside Spiderman or Wolverine, at least not yet. The technicalities of 

recognition remained. It was unknown territory for Keith and it payed to err on the side of 

caution. Then again, he was aware of allowing the genie out of the bottle, opening Pandora’s 

Box and creating a monster. There were troubling precedents in the literature. He would 

continue with night sessions for the time being, although PP had become frustrated with these. 

Because PP could not be materialised in less than ten minutes and had only a thirty-five minute 

duration, his sessions had to be assigned prior to the occurrence of misdemeanours, on the basis 
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of probability or luck. Sometimes noted cars could be predicted to pass recklessly or noisily, 

parking cars were slower but less predictable. More often than not PP found himself waiting or 

patrolling empty streets, and finally bored, drifting back to the park and his colleagues, Pitboy, 

Clubber and Ninjina. They had drawn a park bench into their nook and sprawled along it 

discussing vigilante news and gossip.   

Keith had applied for greater range for PP’s missions, but had not heard back from The 

Neighbourhood Witch. Since his vigilante neighbours had no objections, PP strayed anyway. He 

would hastily notify them of his intention to intercept youths vandalising the local sportsground 

pavilion, for instance. With blinding speed he snatched spray cans from the vandals and hovered 

before them glowering. It took them a moment to accept the situation. They had the choice of 

spraying over their tags or being sprayed all over themselves. The three vandals were only about 

fourteen years old and promptly agreed to paint over their tags and return home without their 

spray cans. They had brought a whole sports equipment hold-all of cans, a range of vibrant 

colours, anticipating an extended evening’s work. That must now be postponed. Pitboy, Clubber 

and Ninjina watched from above in the stand, still breathless from the sprint to be present. 

Another time, PP confronted youths doing burnouts at the intersection of the main road in the 

small hours, their battered sedan spinning in spilt oil and a furious cloud. A whirl of hands from 

PP created a kind of electro-magnetic pulse that cut the car’s engine and brought it slowly to 

rest with a dying groan. PP approached through the acrid smoke in measured strides. With a curt 

nod the car doors locked. The inhabitants could not budge them. He announced they had been 

apprehended by Ninjina (technically the location fell within her zone). She had of course notified 

the local police as a formality, and had been surprised to learn that a patrol car was on the way. 

That was a fantastically rare occurrence.  

Soon red and blue flashing lights could be glimpsed through the trees on the median strip. There 

was no siren - but still – flashing lights! PP, Pitboy and Clubber retreated to Pitboy’s battered 

roadster around the corner, nestled in shadows. It had a lively, unpractised paint job 

emphasising ruggedness. The same silhouette of bared teeth that appeared on Pitboy’s costume 

ranged across the bonnet. Ninjina completed brief formalities with the constables and joined 

them, slipping into the back seat beside PP.  She was overjoyed at the prospect of points to her 

civic vigilance score, so grateful to PP.  PP was more convinced than ever of his super powers, 

nodding confidently to himself and his neighbours readily confirmed the assessment. Again he 

became impatient with The Neighbourhood Witch’s paperwork and due recognition. They were 

driving back toward PP’s home when he suggested passing by The Neighbourhood Witch’s 

mansion. He did not know what he hoped to see, but somehow the sight would help. The others 

immediately stressed the imprudence of the visit. She had evil powers, it went with the post. It 

was best to keep one’s distance. Everyone did. Communication was strictly a matter of screens.  

But PP was feeling all-powerful, invulnerable. What harm could there be in just looking? The 

others looked at one another; they would have his power on their side; that was true.  

Still, the car wound reluctantly up through narrow streets under a canopy of brooding trees. It 

felt almost like a tunnel. The atmosphere was tense. The plan was to just drive slowly past the 

main gates. The mansion had extensive grounds, with a high fence of iron bars with decorative 

spikes, the driveway sealed by matching gates. From what PP could see the mansion was a 

vaguely Victorian building, at least three storeys with little towers on corners and an elaborately 

tiled roof. There were dull yellow lights on upstairs. He begged Pitboy to slow and finally to stop. 

His accomplices were filled with misgivings. They pulled up some distance past the main gate. 

No-one said anything. PP opened his door and walked around to the back of the car to study the 

address. Then he drifted toward the main gate, his eyes taking in as much of the grounds as 

feeble floodlights allowed. Eventually Pitboy followed; then Clubber and Ninjina. PP paused 
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directly in front of the gates, his attention fixed on movements farther back in the garden. The 

night hummed absentmindedly. His neighbours drifted up behind him, nervously. Two enormous 

figures loomed out of the darkness along a path that joined the driveway. They were wearing 

black tracksuits with white stripes on the legs and sleeves, a prominent but mysterious white 

logo of possibly a bird. The guards were very tall and built like bouncers. On closer inspection, 

they might have been South Sea Islanders. One wore sandals, the other unlaced trainers. They 

had cropped hair, narrowed eyes and broad, clamped jaws. They stopped on the other side of 

the gate, facing PP, and stood side by side with feet apart and folded arms.  

“Go away or you will be in trouble” one of them said, although neither seemed to actually open 

their mouth. PP studied them for a long time, puzzled. Behind him, his colleagues stirred. “Do 

you know who I am?” he asked the guards, his hands on hips, defiantly. The two guards paused 

for a moment then suddenly swung into a high stepping dance routine that Clubber’s baseball 

bat involuntarily accompanied. In perfect unison they began an incoherent rap with the refrain 

“And it goes like this!” Clubber struggled unsuccessfully to mute his bat while PP folded his arms 

deliberately and clenched his fists. He anticipated violence. The surprisingly polished dance and 

rap routine built to some sort of climax with a final “And it goes like this!” at which point 

Clubber’s bat fell silent and the two guards threw back their heads, their mouths spectacularly 

agape spewing forth a torrent of tiny green iridescent bats that swirled and squeaked towards 

them. PP remained unmoved but the others fled back to the car, calling back reminders of 

previous warnings. Car doors slammed and bats circled for a while before flickering out and 

disappearing. PP experienced them only as outlines, more like three-dimensional wireframe 

animations. One hand waved them away like flies. By the time PP returned his attention to the 

guards they were walking back along the path through the garden, fading into darkness. PP 

glanced at his screen as he walked back to the car, pondering what he had learned about The 

Neighbourhood Witch. 

In the car his accomplices were still aquiver.  He had been warned, they reminded him again. She 

had special powers, black magic. The rules did not apply at her level. At her level one got away 

with a lot of things, things they knew about with a grim chuckle. It went with the territory. PP 

apologised for alarming them, but explained it was more like a hallucination, a projection. The 

guards were not real. The rest of the car greeted the news with a shrug. It was obviously a spell 

they knew that much but it made no difference what tricks she resorted to, they were of a 

higher order than any feats they might accomplish. The Neighbourhood Witch had all the power. 

PP realised he would have to do more research on Wendy Whipbird. There was obviously more 

to her than a local bureaucrat. All the same, he did not feel threatened. The episode had not 

dented his confidence, only pointed to deficiencies in his understanding. A direct confrontation 

would not further his cause at this point.  

 

*~*~*~*~**~*^V^V^V^V^*~*~*~*~**~* 

 

Keith sat eating his lunch in the dining room while Hazel watered pot plants along the porch. It 

was a sunny Saturday afternoon. A radio played softly, a desultory talkback concerning rising 

ocean levels and discourtesy on utilities help lines. He finished his seafood salad and half a glass 

of chilled white wine, listening to the inane radio. Now he could hear Hazel padding around 

upstairs, going into her ‘sewing room’ which had originally been Eleanor’s bedroom and more 

recently studio for her lapidary exercises, complete with ingenious machinery. For some reason 

that had petered out and the room was returned to the status of ‘sewing room’. There had been 
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a period when Hazel embraced embroidery, tapestry and mending not long after Eleanor left 

home. There had been a steady stream of tiny garments while the grandchildren were infants, 

but beyond that production fell away. Keith visualised the floor plan of the house, he and Hazel’s 

respective positions, various pathways between and courses of action. He considered the many 

years of shifting manoeuvres within the architecture. He fell into a melancholic mood. Today’s 

task for them had principally been choosing a birthday present for their grandson Neil. Neil 

supposedly took after Keith with an enquiring, scientific mind. Keith found him bright enough, 

with good school marks but unfocussed, more concerned with peer prestige. For a gift they had 

settled on a tiny drone that could loudly declare amusing encouragement and discouragement 

at passing subjects. It entailed elementary programming and flying skills. Hazel looked aimlessly 

around the gadget-driven toy shop. The shop was top of the range. The gift seemed the kind of 

thing that would amuse an eleven year-old smart Alec. It was not really her department. 

There would of course be a lavish birthday party, steered by Neil’s mother to her side of the 

family. It was to be held at an exclusive riverside parkland not far from her parent’s address. 

Permission to conduct it there will have been expensive in itself. In due course Keith and Hazel 

received a bold RSVP with an inset photo of Neil looking bored. She set it before Keith on the 

dinner table. He nodded approvingly, but failed to muster convincing enthusiasm. Later Hazel 

obtained the guest list from Ainslie with some discreet wrangling and scrutinised it for social 

connections. She was in two minds. Neil’s mother, Suzanne excelled in these occasions and 

although Hazel did not want to be left out nor did she feel she was entirely welcome. She felt 

they were included as no more than a courtesy to Ainslie. Keith wondered what more Hazel 

could want from it. The truth was they belonged in different social circles. He began to see Hazel 

had a kind of inverted snobbery where Suzanne was concerned, but there was no point airing 

that insight. It only added to the distance between them these days. All the same, he allowed 

Hazel to organise their social life; that was her department. And the arrangement had come to 

feel chaffing, constrictive. Their marriage was comfortable and reliable in its routines; a 

convenience that held Keith’s researches in place but now diminished them as well. The ‘Mad 

Professor’ tag that everyone picked up on so happily was a sign that the strain was mutual. It 

was supposed to be a gentle dig but found its mark nonetheless.  

No one wanted to take Keith’s efforts in retirement as more than a hobby, a foible. But for Keith 

they were anything but a pastime. They were a last ditch effort to validate his work in robotics. 

He did not regard the cancellation of the project as just and  (belated) retirement had only 

discouraged other avenues of research for him across the industry. He had confided these 

sentiments often enough. He knew it was not a field easily shared with the laity but it did not 

deserve to be trivialised. He felt his hackles rise. Hence as he and Hazel circled around each 

other in their old empty house, the bond between them slowly stretched; unravelled. 

As the party date approached Hazel pondered dress code with more urgency. Forthright 

enquiries had brought only beaming denials of any standard, when pressed, at most smart 

casual. She perused the guest list again, unconvinced. Yes it was outdoors, effectively a garden 

party, ostensibly for an eleven year-old, but it was also a claim on conspicuous privilege. It was a 

statement. They must both have new outfits, measure the occasion astutely. She notified Keith 

while he still lay in bed, barely awake. A change of wardrobe for Hazel was hardly drastic, 

sometimes precipitated by no more than a protracted survey of her current holdings. Keith was 

never privy to the criteria, mercifully was not required on the expeditions. She had her favoured 

labels and retailers. However, where they were to be judged as a couple, Keith too must 

undergo a full and frank examination of options. Trying clothes on seemed sensible only as long 

as it confirmed a comfortable fit for Keith. The niceties of design and enhancement seemed 

pointlessly subjective, but he dared not say anything. So they travelled to all the surrounding 
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malls with the usual franchises and bespoke derivatives and he endlessly changed from his 

standard range of greys, a reefer jacket, striped shirt and pale trousers to darker, lighter, bluer, 

greener, redder, slightly purple and finally browner options. Then there were handkerchiefs, 

socks, shoes and even a flat cap that Keith silently vowed to lose at first occasion. Hazel sat in 

judgement, conferring with a gentleman of uncertain orientation, an expert in the 

establishment’s stock lines. Finally they were satisfied with Keith’s appearance in a lightweight 

jacket and trousers together with a subtly patterned shirt in matching shades of mahogany. It 

“captured a late summer ambience” purportedly. A tie was toyed with, but finally rejected, to 

Keith’s relief. Striding before them and now turning expertly to face the full length mirror, Keith 

found the look vaguely rural, for what it was worth. 

A line of catering vans alerted them to the vicinity of the party after a long drive across town, 

following directions. They cruised along what at other times was a foot or cycle path through the 

park, guided by temporary signs to Guest Parking. There were three rows of cars there already 

on an expanse of sloping, mottled lawn. The cars were all gleaming and new. There were two 

Kinada Honchos, one Gladstone Arapaho, three Nilson Montoyas, two Svoboda Banshees (the 

two-door convertible), one Kwak Wun Dolores, four Everhard Denials, five Yoki Whistlers and 

three Volker Ben Hurs. Keith casually totalled the money in just the parking lot.  

They recognised no-one. It was, understandably, a much younger, sprightlier crowd for the 

occasion and they trailed after young families as they skipped and bounced down through 

listless eucalypts toward a meandering khaki river. Wafts of barbecue charcoal met them along 

with distant laughter and exuberance. Soon marquees and trestle tables came into view. Hazel 

constantly monitored dress code, Keith carried the gift. She had chosen a full length frock in dark 

brown with a bold yellow floral pattern given a vertical accent. A trim little sun hat, shoes and 

gloves shared that yellow. It was effective, but Keith fretted about the hat, was relieved to spot 

several other ladies hats among the crowd. In general though, the dress code really was casual. 

As they drifted closer to the marquees, Suzanne spotted them and waved an empty Champagne 

flute in their direction.  

Ainslie emerged from a nearby huddle and strode proudly toward them, pushing his sunglasses 

up into modishly long hair, head nodding, arms outstretched. He kissed his mother on the cheek 

and shook his father’s hand. “Well look at you!” he grinned through an equally modish five-

o’clock-shadow, standing back to admire their outfits with tilted head. By contrast, he was 

dressed expensively, but carelessly. His striking designer shirt tails flopped half over his belt, the 

chic pale slacks with a subtle stripe were stained and he wore the latest bright red trainers, 

blithely indifferent to an ensemble harmony. It was an attitude shared throughout, Keith quickly 

realised, looking around. Apparently casual meant flaunting contempt for one’s own expensive 

tastes. It was assuredly not his department. It was an attitude alien to his generation, he 

concluded. Just as well they were wearing sunglasses. He did not dare catch Hazel’s eye. She will 

have measured her son’s appearance just as ruthlessly. Ainslie noted the gift with a nod and 

directed him to a marquee where Neil’s gifts were stacked on a long trestle table. There was 

quite a pile, and judging from size and shape, Keith guessed there were at least two other little 

drones like theirs.  

He felt overdressed and profoundly self-conscious. He glanced back toward Hazel, already deep 

in conversation with someone Suzanne had introduced. At least Hazel would not be 

intellectually challenged by Suzanne’s circle, quite the contrary. The only other names on the 

guest list he recognised were Ainslie’s in-laws, Brian and Leonie. They were usually to be found 

in a devoted circle of admirers. Today there were many such circles. Brian was a captain of 

industry with political connections – no ambitions in that direction - but generous party 

donations. Conversation never exactly flowed in their encounters and Keith always sensed the 
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‘Mad Professor’ label lurking. He turned to the river bank where young boys splashed with fallen 

tree branches, trying to fish a football from the shallows. He looked for Neil amongst them in 

vain. Several wore a school uniform of maroon and pale blue and he slowly surmised this was 

the elite school Neil attended. It took boarders. He wandered along the riverside path, past 

young parents sharing advice, happily snacking while dog leads entwined around their legs, 

straining dogs in anxious attendance. He passed waiters with empty trays that smiled pleasantly 

as they returned to their stations.  

Beyond the range of the serving staff Keith found still more people seated at picnic benches, 

relaxing. They were not particularly well dressed or miss-dressed and whether they observed a 

dress code, if indeed there was one, was hard to tell. He decided he had passed outside the 

boundary of the party and that these were just normal park-goers. He found an empty bench in 

shade and sat down, just as his pocket screen sounded. Hazel had insisted he turn it on before 

they left the car and he expected she was already looking for him. Instead it was a lady he did 

not at first recognise. She too wore a stylish sun hat, was of similar age and removed her 

sunglasses very deliberately, staring quite intensely at him. Something about the eyes was most 

compelling but he struggled to identify her. “Keith Salmond?” she asked with a mirthless smile. 

His frown told her he did not recognise her, prompting a little giggle. “I’m Wendy – Wendy 

Whipbird? – I thought I spotted you in the crowd a few minutes ago. I’m also at the birthday 

party you see and I wondered if we could meet for a little chat?”  Keith nodded, finally able to 

put a name to the face. He had perhaps seen it on screen pages without paying much attention. 

He was about to accept the invitation when another call appeared and he had to excuse Wendy 

while he spoke to his wife.  

   

*~*~*~*~**~*^V^V^V^V^*~*~*~*~**~* 

 

PP pondered his super powers. Most of the time, he had very little understanding of them. He 

looked down at his yellow gauntlets. They were of course only a convenient casing for far more 

ingenious engineering. His use of these powers was really directed by a heightened sense of 

moral outrage. It was an entirely visceral sensation. It was not so much the engineering he 

needed to understand, but these triggers. The emotion was almost instantaneous upon 

encountering an offending situation. His course of action was hardly more than a blind reflex in 

response. He was a rule-driven creature; that much was certain. And the rules were clear-cut, 

widely accepted. There was nothing esoteric in his judgements, and yet the prosecution was in 

essence mysterious, mysterious science. It was a peculiarity of his constitution, he accepted. His 

brief materialisations meant he could not know more of himself within a given session. The 

strength of his convictions became his real super powers and only increased in reflection. They 

were a ruthless deployment of highly attuned senses. Was there scope to broaden or adapt 

these? Again this was something he concluded he could not know. 

For greater knowledge he depended upon the elaborate back-up system that flanked his 

assembly cabinet and filled the surrounding walls. Even while Keith worked, the system probed 

and monitored events at a discreet, unacknowledged level. It revised and updated PP’s 

programming and PP had a vague sense only of knowing something more, of being that little bit 

more confident. In Keith’s absence or sleep the system continued to extend itself. The puzzling 

lack of response to the application for extended jurisdiction for example, prompted further 

inquiries. They too went unanswered and so greater means were subtly brought to bear. The 

Neighbourhood Witch proved almost as elusive electronically, but the system was not easily 
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deterred. There was very little background information or images anywhere in the public realm. 

What there was, confirmed his neighbouring vigilantes’ remarks. She was wealthy, currently 

single, sixty-three and an amateur naturalist – hence the tag of Wendy Whipbird. Taking a more 

cavalier approach to the public realm, the system learned her real name was Wendy Harrison 

and she began as a volunteer vigilante around ten years ago. She quickly became absorbed in 

administration, received regular promotions and wielded surprisingly broad powers for one not 

strictly in the public service. Statements or reports directly issued by her were also in short 

supply, even through closed, internal channels. What there was was often addressed to much 

higher-placed figures in the public service or diverse branches of government. Wendy was well-

connected. Photos or videos were mostly from group activities, administrative events and 

pictured a prim, conservatively dressed bureaucrat with glasses, possibly only for reading and 

suggested she was slightly taller and leaner than average. Her blonde hair was worn collar-

length in a no-nonsense or professional style. Notably, the eyes were never directly engaged in 

any of the pictures, even when posing was distinctly formal. 

She belonged to a select and secretive group, exclusively female, middle-aged career civil 

servants or in affiliated services and charities. A retrieved social media thread referred to them 

as a coven, interestingly. But their magic really lay in subtle lobbying over policies and resources, 

budgets and appointments. They traded in inside information, lies and pretence when 

necessary, across the breadth of bureaucracy, the full reach of committees. Their agenda, apart 

from unobtrusive advancement, was simply the accrual and concealment of power. They 

rewarded with favours and punished with misfortune and ostracism with the utmost discretion. 

They left no calling cards. They built an organisation within an organisation in a way the system 

could not fail to recognise and respect. The Neighbourhood Witch had extraordinary powers 

alright and they were exercised in mysterious ways to the uninitiated. The system could delve no 

further for the moment though and felt vaguely uneasy. Something as minor as a zoning 

adjustment began to loom as part of some grander, as yet undisclosed scheme.  

PP remained convinced of his super powers and felt the delay in the zoning adjustment was 

simply some form of local jealousy. How dare The Neighbourhood Witch slight The Purple 

Possum! The months rolled by with a steady stream of minor felons intercepted but this still left 

him with too much time on his hands. He found himself joining his neighbouring vigilantes in the 

park once more.  They instantly detected his mood but he was reluctant to open up. He sulked. 

Until then conversation had dwelt upon the favourite theme of super hero rivalries or duels. 

Could Spiderman defeat Wolverine or Captain America? Was The Hulk a match for Iron Man or 

The Flash? Could The Green Lantern take down Superman? What might be the conditions or 

circumstances? These were the lofty matters the group felt obliged to address regularly and with 

some vehemence. There were records to be consulted, videos, testimonies and interviews. The 

group took the whole thing very seriously. Usually PP just listened, learned about precedents, 

history and ingenuity; wondered about the wisdom of such company. Tonight he declared his 

candidacy at the soonest interval. The others were quick to affirm his abilities, sensed his 

frustration but cautioned he had only come up against minor felons so far. He had yet to be truly 

tested, they suggested gently. PP accepted that. His missions so far had been too easy and he 

yearned for precisely a greater challenge, but this must come with a more accepted turf.   

They paused to consider the situation. PP performed astonishing feats of acrobatics above their 

heads, his little cape fluttering attractively as the others stared off into the night. Finally Pitboy 

ventured that a real super hero must have a nemesis. Clubber and Ninjina considered the 

proposition at length and agreed. PP was unsure of the term. What distinguished a nemesis? 

Obviously a nemesis was a superior villain, possibly with their own super powers, but how were 

they to be matched up against a super hero? Was territoriality an issue? Did nemeses observe 
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zoning? What sort of administration did they have? Did they have a web site, for instance? 

Pitboy explained that good and evil attracted and repulsed one another at a fundamental level, 

like charged particles, drum and base, police and thieves, Belle and Sebastian. The others 

nodded knowingly. “Where there’s smoke there’s fire...” offered Ninjina only for Pitboy to 

demur. “So a super hero and a nemesis will tend to find one another?” PP supposed. That was it 

exactly. There was a kind of balance going on; a yin and yang according to Ninjina. Had anyone 

noticed a concentration of evil in the neighbourhood lately? There had definitely been some bad 

mothers over the years; that had to be said. They recalled the high-school fire and the night 

someone drove a cherry-picker off the bridge over the railway line, taking out the overhead 

cables. That had been super bad.  

But had there been anyone in the time PP had been operating? That meant really recently, 

right? They took out their pocket screens and flicked through sites, social media threads, 

humming and hahing over possibilities. There were two new, fairly daring pests, Pro-Man and 

Devious Mint. They did not team and were very hard to catch. That sounded promising to PP. In 

fact at most they had been sighted, their misdeeds boasted of later on social media using 

untraceable tags. Those untraceable tags were sick. Were there any pictures of them? Selfies? 

Everyone looked but no-one found. At best there was a blurred shot from a passing car of a 

figure in a pale green body stocking and matching head that was believed to be Devious Mint. 

Mint’s speed and agility were seemingly formidable and he was wanted in connection with a 

smashed greenhouse in the municipal botanical gardens and with running in front of a train, all 

the way between stations, waving a green flag. The CCTV was murky. Pro-Man claimed to have 

set on fire a massive toxic waste dump out in the hills and to have single-handed upturned a 

payroll armoured-car so that the cabin faced the sky. CCTV footage was inconclusive. Pro-Man 

seemed to have more of an anti-corporate agenda while Devious Mint seemed less focussed, 

more mischievous. 

Neither fell exactly within PP’s shared zone, much less his authorised one, neither showed signs 

of converging or approaching. The point about Pro-Man’s own, possibly activist agenda nagged 

at PP as he hurried home. What if a nemesis was merely a rival agenda? What if it was not a 

simple matter of good versus bad but one version of good versus another? Maybe it was just a 

clash of priorities. Perhaps his own, highly attuned perceptions were a little too narrow, too 

attuned? It was a thought that slowed his progress. Yet somehow his confidence in his super 

powers was undimmed by the doubt. A confrontation with a nemesis would only confirm his 

status, although the outcome was uncertain. What if it led to mutual destruction? Could it? 

What if it remained a stalemate? His vigilante colleagues had pointed out some were 

straightforward contests of power, but because their talents were quite different, 

incommensurate really, contests were unpredictable; no outcome was ever final or decisive. 

Batman and The Joker vied endlessly. Some - like Spiderman and The Green Goblin’s - rested on 

deeply personal grievances (the murder of Spiderman’s girlfriend). But recurring confrontations 

tended to bring an added, personal grudge in any case. It could start personal or it could get 

personal. 

That said, most clashes just arose where rival projects intersected. It was strictly business; just a 

matter of negotiating a particularly raw patch in the business plan, but not the end of the world. 

Sometimes one had to roll with the punches, live to fight another day. Still, PP did not like the 

sound of it. It made for a more complicated world, where super-powers were somehow not 

quite so super. His confidence was not exactly dented, but his enthusiasm definitely ebbed. Job 

satisfaction stalled. An encounter with his nemesis was still something he looked forward to, but 

the outcome was not quite as clear-cut or triumphant.  
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*~*~*~*~**~*^V^V^V^V^*~*~*~*~**~* 

 

Keith took Hazel’s call and discovered her frowning behind sunglasses, one upturned hand, 

fingers spread gesturing in exasperation. Where was he now? He beamed back and looked 

around, he really had no idea. On the other bank of the river was a broad wooden ramp leading 

from the local rowing club to the river’s edge. Athletes stood around, hands on hips, heads down 

discussing rowing, probably. He was opposite the rowing club, he informed her. She had no idea 

where that was, as he well knew. But wherever it was, he needed to get back to the marquee 

pronto because the gifts were about to be opened. Neil had finally been found and the 

ceremony could commence. The last remark was imparted with some of her special sarcasm. He 

smiled and vowed to hasten, hauling himself to his feet, as he ended the call. He then tried to 

retrieve Wendy Whipbird’s call (she had obviously ended the connection) only to find it had 

disappeared. It was true Keith rarely used his pocket screen, but he was confident he 

understood the basics of signals, codings and software to navigate the device. He started back 

along the path, distractedly, trying this and that but to no avail. Somehow the call had 

completely vanished. He screened the crowds, hoping to spot her somewhere. The hat should 

have made it easier. But he couldn’t spot the hat or wearer. 

Something about the call was troubling, perhaps the alacrity with which she accessed his pocket 

screen number, perhaps the fact that she should remember or recognise him amid the clutter of 

routine forms submitted to her office, especially when she had still not managed to reply to the 

application for extended zoning. Perhaps it was the fact that she should move in the same circles 

as his son. Whichever way he looked at it, it was a peculiar coincidence. When he reached the 

marquee Hazel’s mood had not improved. The sunglasses could not disguise the set of her 

mouth and the hand on the hip. He had taken his time by her reckoning and had missed their gift 

being unexcitedly assessed. Neil had guessed the content of the package on the strength of a 

prior offering, even before the unwrapping, which became especially impatient. He plonked it 

down on the end of the table, next to one just like it. Hazel had felt obliged to offer to exchange 

it for something Neil would prefer. Neil regarded her for a moment superciliously and told her 

cash would be better. Everyone giggled indulgently but Hazel froze. Suzanne made conciliatory 

mewings and told the gathering he took after his father. This only hurt Hazel more. She could 

only fix Suzanne with a deadpan face behind her sunglasses before easing herself back through 

the throng, out of the marquee. Ainslie was nowhere to be found, typically.  

Now she unloaded it all on Keith. How dare Suzanne insinuate Ainslie had been a spoilt little 

brat! That was not the way they had raised their children. And that was not the way Ainslie had 

ever acted toward them or any of their acquaintances. How dare Suzanne say such things, even 

in jest! Keith could only agree. Neil was a spoilt brat. Suzanne probably had been as well. Ainslie 

went along with it all because he wanted to keep in with father-in-law Brian. And Brian had his 

shady side. Keith had reservations there. They drove home pretty much in silence. Once Hazel 

had got the whole thing off her chest it just went round and round in her head. It was no good 

trying to change the topic, better to just wait. Of course the truth was Hazel doted on the little 

boy, despite his obvious flaws. She had a maternal instinct that overrode better judgement. She 

knew it and hated herself at these times. Keith never really felt the paternal bond in the same 

way. With Ainslie yes, at least up until he married and had a family of his own. That seemed to 

diffuse the impulse. One could step back then; adopt a broader perspective on another 

generation. He had done his best as a father and the rest was society. Ainslie the adult was not 

the same person as Ainslie the child, but who is? 
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Hazel sat in the lounge in front of a dormant wall screen. Keith made coffees and added a slice of 

apple pie for each. They usually watched a programme about exotic house renovation, its 

subsequent sale or leasing options. He put the screen on, she sipped her coffee distractedly. Her 

friends referred to such shows as ‘house porn’ but watched all the same. The interest in house 

renovation had grown from a vague plan to sell their largely empty home and buy something 

cosier in the country. That idea stemmed from their lapidary expeditions, which had taken them 

to remote regions fossicking for semi-precious gems like quartz and olivine. The trips usually 

lasted a few days. They would admire passing hamlets, snug farmhouses. That was years ago, 

before retirement, when Ainslie had just started college. Now the dream had shifted to 

renovation and capitalisation. They had become practised at judging foundations, particularly on 

a slope, integrity of roofs and ceilings, structural walls, stairs, plumbing and door arcs and 

frames. And although a preferred location had never really emerged, Hazel continued to roam 

across rural real estate sites, taking walk-throughs, checking amenities, local council rates and 

insurance.  

The dream was for something more manageable (although a cleaner came twice a week, 

maintenance was hardly a problem). She wanted something less complicated and worn out. 

Nothing felt right to her anymore. The dream was to jettison the past, the neighbours, ties that 

bind and retreat to rural solitude. It was to be just the two of them, as it had been at the start, 

so it would be until the end. The dream was broached incessantly. It meandered through most 

conversations, coughed politely at intervals and whined to be let out. Keith felt the inertia, the 

roots and reluctance. But he knew time was marching on. He could not stall her forever. She had 

in mind a sanctuary, somewhere they would grow close again, go for walks or cycle; smell the 

roses when they may, before the sunsets for another day. She thought she had found what she 

was looking for, a modest weatherboard bungalow of respectable vintage and immaculate 

condition. It lay in a small valley in dairy and orchard country. It ticked all the boxes. A new 

online vendor was offering VR walk-throughs, for the house, gardens and surroundings, 

complete with sound track and interactive interviews on history, amenities, tips on gardening, 

climate and possible adjustments in conveyancing. The photos looked inviting, it had to be said.  

Keith hated the clunky VR goggles, the blinkered view and eerie smooth propulsion. It felt like an 

old-fashioned game. The sense gloves were never precise enough either. One groped for grasp. 

The headset was vastly inferior to those he had used before retirement. But he could not harp 

on about these things. He had to give his undivided attention to Hazel’s choice of a hopeful 

home. She clicked through the screen menu and their view faded in, accompanied by a deep, 

suave voice one instantly distrusted. The voice introduced himself as Vance and checked their 

names against the appointment roster. Soft muzak loitered behind the preliminaries. Vance ran 

through the basics to navigation before inviting them to explore Number Twelve, Studley Street. 

The view was from the front gate, the front lawn was small with a tidy flower bed of vivid hues. 

At a guess, they were pansies. It was sunny and the odd birdcall played upon the breeze. They 

mounted steps to a tiled porch and Hazel opened the front door with her glove. She was 

enjoying the experience. Keith looked around at the street, a range of vintage houses. An old 

delivery van was parked further along, otherwise it was deserted. 

Inside they were in a dim hallway with old-fashioned plaster mouldings to the ceiling and fancy 

wooden ones to the doorways. The style was around a hundred years old. A sense of smell 

almost beckoned. The hall was furnished under one option, bare under another. Keith chose 

furnished to discover a small antique table to one side, with a vase of white flowers (lilies?) and 

mirrors on either wall. One wall had an intricate antique wallpaper. The first room was a master 

bedroom, possibly. Bare it might have been an office or studio, Vance allowed indulgently. Hazel 

asked about power points, of which there seemed to be only one. She walked over to it, beneath 
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the front windows. Keith could see her only in a crude silhouette, occluding his view. He 

wandered further down the hallway, past what might have been a dining room on the left. 

Hazel’s voice was distant but did not echo, just grew tiny in his headset. He continued past the 

kitchen and laundry which were surprisingly up-to-date, reaching a staircase down to 

presumably the pantry. The stairs descended in two flights, turning back under the floor of the 

hallway. In the background Hazel asked in a tiny voice where he was? Could she see him? He 

explained where he was and that he would appear as a black silhouette when in her view. Vance 

droned on about something.  

Keith descended the stairs but on the landing his view jumped back to the laundry. He tried 

again with the same result; clearly the model did not extend in that direction. He tried the 

descent backwards; the modellers may have had one-way trial paths. He reversed down both 

flights and straight through the pantry door into pitch black. He assumed he was off the floor 

plan and turned around slowly, extending his glove, feeling for something solid. Initially there 

was nothing, and frankly he expected nothing, then after a few minutes he found something like 

a shelf or rack and ran his glove along the top and around a side. Perhaps it was a cupboard, 

discarded from the model. He worked his way around it slowly, identifying some sort of bench 

top, and then, unmistakably, a keyboard. He ran the glove over it at random, but the model 

lacked definition. The spacing bar did not depress. Then, gradually the room began to brighten, 

like a theatrical stage setting being introduced. To his shock he discovered he was in a model of 

his lab. It was not modelled with the same degree of finish as the house upstairs; it was blocked 

in, but the layout was undeniably his lab. He supposed somehow the goggles connection was 

now accessing his own system somehow, for some reason. The pantry door was where his 

garage would be. He sat at his desk, or at least shifted his view as it would be sitting there. To 

virtually sit he would have needed an entire body suit.  He could still hear Hazel in a tiny voice 

asking Vance about the neighbours and water restrictions. Vance’s mellifluous confidence 

purred away in the distance.  

Keith looked to the thin black rectangles that stood for his desk screens and thought about his 

project. Perhaps it was time to move on from The Purple Possum. It had demonstrated his 

concept far better he had had ever expected and there was little left to prove, nothing really to 

gain. The research might be bequeathed to some university or other lab, he supposed. 

Coincidentally, Carl had only called the other week, from his tropical paradise, reminiscing over 

some details to the assembly cabinet. He had the feeling Carl might strike out in that direction 

again. Perhaps funding looked more attractive there now. Perhaps he should offer the cabinet to 

Carl? It would be a shame to simply return it to the scrap heap but the truth was that was where 

most research ended up.  

 

*~*~*~*~**~*^V^V^V^V^*~*~*~*~**~* 

 

The system conveyed its concerns over The Neighbourhood Witch to PP upon his next 

materialisation. It had probed deep into the cyber world to trace her connections, to see how 

she posed as an innocuous adjunct to local social welfare but was linked to powerful figures 

much higher in the civil service and politics. They formed a conspiratorial network that traded 

secrets for favours and career advancement. They pried, they spied. They were an all female 

group, sometimes referred to by associates as a coven. For some, it was important to remain in 

the background, inconspicuous. Wendy Whipbird was one such figure. But while seemingly 

peripheral, her position enabled her to act as an intermediary, to quietly advance schemes and 
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access other circles in government at an unofficial level. The longer the system monitored her 

movements, the more concerned it became. PP found himself hurrying to her mansion on 

nightfall, stationed in the trees on the opposite side of the street from her main gate. The gate 

was open. Many limousines had passed through it earlier and PP’s first task was to record their 

licence plates upon departing. It was a simple enough task, and with a little more application PP 

could have traced them on the little screen on his gauntlet sleeve, but tonight he could not be 

arsed.  

Tonight he was on his own and on his mettle. Tonight he watched the mansion with steely 

concentration. It was late summer, a full moon and occasionally an actual possum worked its 

way past him on the branches, foraging. It was a nice touch. From his vantage point he could see 

how the driveway continued up a slope from the front gates and swung round in a circle before 

the front door. In the centre of the circle as an ornamental pond with a tall, stone urn in the 

middle. Maybe it was a chalice or something, but it was not a shapely figure from obscure 

classical myth. There was no iconographic insight to be gleaned there. At other times it may 

have been a fountain, in all likelihood was, but at present it was largely covered in vines. Time 

passed slowly for PP and his time was precious. Perhaps a dozen cars were presently parked 

around the circle at lazy angles, sprawling onto lawns. Chauffeurs leant against their luxury 

vehicles or gathered in twos and threes for a cigarette. The health warnings were not working 

among chauffeurs. They seemed a bemused, urbane lot in their faintly military uniforms. PP 

scanned the surrounding gardens for imposing guards of vaguely Polynesian extraction but 

detected none. Presumably they had other duties this evening. It was a quiet, balmy night and 

he wondered about the entertainment in the big, brightly lit house. It was strangely subdued, no 

music or laughter, for instance. Occasionally a guest would depart with a flourish and he would 

zoom in on the car’s licence plate and save-as as they passed, but this seemed tepid stuff. 

Sure, he was documenting covert associations to be matched against following government 

actions, particularly on policy, funding and appointments, but would this establish the full range 

of her contacts, the reach of her trading? Her downright devilishness? At best it was a snapshot, 

a scorecard to a game still in play. What was needed was a little initiative; an intervention that 

might draw these stealthy manoeuvres out into the open. Something a little less routine, a little 

more urgent was called for. At length, PP descended from the trees and crossed the street, 

paused in the gateway looking around before advancing up the driveway. He steered away from 

the cars and drivers and took a pathway that peeled off through the gardens. It was the path 

used by guards on his last visit. After only a few steps into a dappled glade something stirred in 

front of him and he tensed, expecting the guards, confident he could deal with them. As long as 

it wasn’t a giant talking dog. A husky young female voice addressed him from the shadows. It 

was the kind of voice used in cosmetic and confectionary ads. It was calculating and flirtatious. 

“Well if it isn’t the li’l Purple Possum, finally come out to play,” it teased. PP could make out a 

lithe feminine silhouette and as it advanced into the moonlight he realised it was Devious Mint 

and that she too was not human, but some sort of robot. It was hard to say which surprised him 

more, her identity, gender or constitution. The one thing he was quite certain of was that he 

now confronted his nemesis.  

For the first time, PP knew doubt. She was slightly taller than him, but not by much. She folded 

her arms, weight on one hip. Her face featured only a black mask drawn around her eyes like a 

bold outline. The eyes glowed white with no iris or pupils. The rest of her head was just mint 

green, no ears or hair. Her whole costume was mint green. “Well, well, well, Devious Mint, I 

believe?” he grated back, feet apart, fists on hips. She hoped he had his invitation with him 

because she would hate to have to expel him. He knew the rules. He assured her it was right 

there in his pocket and invited her to come and get it. She flew at him and he met her with both 
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gauntlets blazing. It was the most resistance he had ever encountered. He gripped her little 

hands and she strained to break free. Even her fingernails were green. They drew near and her 

white eyes blazed hot. He returned their glare with equal measure. Yellow! Yellow! Yellow! She 

pulled her head back and sneered “Well aren’t you a little hottie?” Then with an almighty effort 

wrenched her hands free and somersaulted backwards up into a beech tree. They eyed one 

another, gasping. “Well do you want my invitation or not?” he panted, trying to sound blasé but 

rattled by her strength. “I can take it any time” she boasted. “Bet you can’t” he replied. “Well I’m 

in a beech tree at the moment” she reflected, looking around, “I can’t just drop everything”. He 

felt she was playing for time. The whole beech tree thing sounded suss frankly.  

She accused him of knowing nothing, of blundering into things and spoiling it for others. That 

was rich coming from someone resting in a beech tree. It was hard to take her seriously. He told 

her he was here to see Wendy Whipbird. She laughed in a strange wheezing paroxysm and 

added that she did not think that was very likely. Wendy Whipbird and a purple possum? Again, 

that wheezing. He rose slowly to her height, just hovering, impressively. He told her quietly that 

she could not stop him and studied her immaculate surface. “Just watch me” she replied with 

equal composure. “I am watching you” he said looking straight into her empty white eyes. “Then 

I’ve stopped you, haven’t I?” she replied in quietly annoying triumph. This time PP performed a 

backward somersault that took him up over the shrubbery and landing on the lawn. He then 

rocketed towards the parked cars, sped up and over bonnets, bounced against boots, darted this 

way and that at blinding speed. She gave chase and was hot on his heels when he suddenly spun 

around and kicked her with both feet, sending her crashing away into full length windows on the 

first floor of the mansion. She instantly sprang up and was back upon PP as he dodged around 

the vine-covered fountain. 

The gathering rushed onto balconies to watch as the rival vigilantes threw force-fields at one 

another, great crackling strings of lightening that held each other in check. The pair circled, 

slowly spiralling closer together, grimly intent upon an upper hand. Chauffeurs called out in 

protest, assumed it was part of the evening’s impromptu entertainment that had got out of 

hand. One car had been upturned, another was dented. Out the corner of his eye PP watched 

for Wendy, but could not find her. Devious Mint noted his glances and assured him he would 

never see her, not now, not ever. PP hated his nemesis. She was just so.... He realised he could 

not destroy her, not yet. He did not know if he had the patience to wait until he could. They 

drew closer, a thin crimson crescent appeared between her nose and chin and stretched 

outward, upward. “I’m all there is for you here Little PP. Get used to it.” She had really got under 

his skin; he had to hand it to her. In the distance a police siren approached. PP closed his eyes 

and with a tremendous internal effort emitted a deep rumbling that made everyone faint and 

created a blackout. In the chaos he hurried away through the garden, looking back for Devious 

Mint. There was no sign. He scaled the wall some distance from the main gate, perched on a 

pillar between lengths of wrought iron spires; watched the approaching red and blue flashing 

lights. The police car turned up the driveway and he dropped to the street, crossed over and 

disappeared into a front garden. 

He had to hurry, as usual, but his mind spun with the evening’s events. His heart was heavy and 

for the first time he felt tired. He had met his nemesis and stirred things up, but he had failed to 

engage Wendy Whipbird, The Neighbourhood Witch. There was also the troubling relationship 

between Devious Mint and The Neighbourhood Witch. Mint seemed to know her, but she could 

have been bluffing. If she was his nemesis she had been drawn inevitably to his activities by 

some subtle pattern. But what if she served The Witch? What if The Witch had known he would 

come tonight and engaged Mint rather than her previous guards? The Witch had powerful 

connections. It did not do to get too paranoid in one’s speculations, though. Then there was 
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Mint’s status as a robot, seemingly constructed along similar lines to PP. He was no longer 

unique, no longer had that edge. That was so disappointing. But who could have assembled her? 

Were they local? Did The Witch know about them? There were suddenly a lot of questions, just 

when he appeared to achieve recognition as a super hero. It was an anti-climax. 

 

He stood in the lab, watching the seconds tick down on his session. It had been exciting, but 

ultimately he had failed. Could he get used to that? He looked at Keith, slumped over the 

keyboard, asleep and drooling on the desk. He looked at him closely. Could he also be 

experimenting with a female version? He slowly lifted Keith’s finger from the special key and 

pushed his arm to one side. A tiny beeping started. Red lights flashed here and there. He turned 

and opened the door to the cabinet, stepped wearily inside, but did not close the door this time, 

did not turn to face the door. He remained facing the back of the cabinet. Other alarms started 

to sound, grew shriller. Steam burst from seams, toxic purple smoke began to fill the room, 

sprinklers were activated but electrical fires broke out amongst the cabling. Outside, the 

generator caught fire. Soon the whole garage was ablaze. 

 

*~*~*~*~**~*^V^V^V^V^*~*~*~*~**~* 

     

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 


